Perceptual overloading reveals illusory contour perception without awareness of the inducers.
Unconscious perception is frequently examined by restricting visual input (e.g., using short stimulus durations followed by masking) to prevent that information from entering visual awareness. Failures to demonstrate perception without awareness may thus be a consequence of this restricted input rather than of limitations in unconscious perception. Here, we demonstrate a novel method that circumvents these significant drawbacks inherent in other methods. Using this new perceptual overloading technique (POT), in which stimuli are repeatedly presented in alternation with a stream of variable masks, we demonstrate illusory contour perception and modal completion even when subjects are completely unaware of the inducing elements. In addition to demonstrating a powerful new method to study consciousness by effectively gating robust visual input from visual awareness, we show that more complex contextual effects, previously considered to be a privilege only of conscious vision, can occur without awareness.